
69.33% 771

30.67% 341

Q20 Did you have an encounter with an ET
(non-human intelligent being) but the ET

was not physically present?
Answered: 1,112 Skipped: 123

Total 1,112

Yes

No

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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13.23% 106

8.74% 70

20.22% 162

11.61% 93

46.19% 370

Q21 How many times have you had this
type of contact WITHOUT an ET Physically

present?
Answered: 801 Skipped: 434

Total 801

1

2

3-5

5-10

more than 10

Answer Choices Responses

1

2

3-5

5-10

more than 10
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73.73% 825

26.27% 294

Q22 Have you ever experienced hearing a
voice in your head that seemed like another

person was talking to you?
Answered: 1,119 Skipped: 116

Total 1,119

Yes

No

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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75.27% 837

24.73% 275

Q23 Did you experience involve some type
of telepathic or thought transference, or

direct knowing, being given you by an ET?
Answered: 1,112 Skipped: 123

Total 1,112

Yes

No

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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37.24% 397

62.76% 669

Q24 Was this information conveyed to you
via "Channeling" (process of receiving

messages or inspiration from extra-
dimensional beings or spirits, whereby one
is a medium or channel for such an entity)?

Answered: 1,066 Skipped: 169

Total 1,066

Yes

No

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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34.50% 324

51.22% 481

52.61% 494

33.44% 314

67.63% 635

46.75% 439

Q25 Please choose the following categories
where this telepathic/channeling

information or knowledge falls into (you can
select more than one category):

Answered: 939 Skipped: 296

Total Respondents: 939  

scientific or
technological

philosophical
or metaphysical

spiritual or
religious

global or
socio-political

personally
relevant...

other
information ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

scientific or technological

philosophical or metaphysical

spiritual or religious

global or socio-political

personally relevant information for you or about you

other information or knowledge
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52.78% 560

47.22% 501

Q26 Did you have a Vision, a Video, or a
Picture associated with this

telepathic/channeling contact experiences
where an ET was not physically seen?

Answered: 1,061 Skipped: 174

Total 1,061

Yes

No

Answer Choices Responses

Yes

No
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24.15% 107

20.77% 92

55.08% 244

Q27 If you experienced a telepathic
communication from an ET, did any of this

happen to you?  Check all that apply?
Answered: 443 Skipped: 792

Total 443

a buzzing sound on
your left ear
before the message
arrived

a buzzing sound of
our right ear
before the message
arrived

a buzzing sound in
both ears before
the message arrived

Answer Choices Responses

a buzzing sound on your left ear before the message arrived

a buzzing sound of our right ear before the message arrived

a buzzing sound in both ears before the message arrived
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